The Rothschilds and their Go'fers

Here is the "Committee of 300" membership list for 2010

Editor's Note: I welcome reader's comments on individual members, the composition of this group, and the role this committee plays.

by John Coleman

The Committee of 300

is a product of the British East India Company's Council of 300. The East India Company was chartered by the British royal family in 1600. It made vast fortunes in the opium drug trade with China and became the largest company on earth in its time. Today, through many powerful alliances, the Committee of 300 rules the world and is the driving force behind the criminal agenda to create a "New World Order", under a "Totalitarian Global Government".

There is no need to use "they" or "the enemy" except as shorthand. We know who "they", the enemy, is. The Committee of 300 with its "aristocracy", its ownership of the U.S. Federal Reserve banking system, insurance companies, giant corporations, foundations, communications networks, presided over by a hierarchy of conspirators-this is the enemy. Secret societies exist by deception.

Each is a hierarchy with an inner circle at the top, who deceives those below with lies, such as claiming a noble agenda; thus, duping them into following a web of compartmentalized complicity. The inner circle of the Committee of 300 is the Order of the Garter, headed by Queen Elizabeth Windsor II. It is interesting to note that the Windsor's changed their name from the Germanic Saxe-Coburg-Gotha during WWI, because of anti-German sentiment.
The enemy is clearly identifiable as the Committee of 300 and its front organizations, such as the Royal Institute for International Affairs (Chatham House), the Club of Rome, NATO, U.N., the Black Nobility, the Tavistock Institute, CFR and all its affiliated organizations, the think tanks and research institutions controlled by Stanford and the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations and last, but certainly not least, the military establishment.

The Committee of 300 is the ultimate secret society made up of an untouchable ruling class, which includes the Queen of the United Kingdom (Elizabeth II), the Queen of the Netherlands, the Queen of Denmark and the royal families of Europe. These aristocrats decided at the death of Queen Victoria, the matriarch of the Venetian Black Guelphs that, in order to gain world-wide control, it would be necessary for its aristocratic members to "go into business" with the non-aristocratic but extremely powerful leaders of corporate business on a global scale, and so the doors to ultimate power were opened to what the Queen of England likes to refer to as "the commoners". Through their illicit banking cartel, they own the stock of the Federal Reserve, which is a private for profit corporation that violates U.S. Constitution and is a root of the problem.

The decadent American families of the unholy partnership, thoroughly corrupted and wallowing in tainted opium money, went on to become what we know today as the Eastern Liberal Establishment. Its members, under the careful guidance and direction of the British Crown, and subsequently, its foreign policy executive arm, the Royal Institute for International Affairs (RIIA), now known as Chatham House, located in England (across St. James's Square from the Astors), ran the United States from top to bottom through their secret upper-level, parallel government, which is tightly meshed with the Committee of 300, the ultimate secret society. That secret, all-powerful government is now more in control of the United States than ever before.

Continued..

I assume this account is taken from John Coleman's book "Conspirator's Hierarchy- The Committee of 300."

Below, he is wrong about the date of the mass culling.

Ten Top Aims:

1. **A One World Government-New World Order** with a unified church and monetary system under their direction. Not many people are aware that the One World Government began setting up its "church" in the 1920's/1930's, for they realized the need for a religious belief inherent in mankind to have an outlet and, therefore, set up a "church" body to channel that belief in the direction they desired.

2. The utter destruction of all national identity and national pride.

3. The destruction of religion and more especially the Christian religion, with the one exception, their own creation mentioned above.

4. Control of each and every person through means of mind control and what Brzezinski call "technotronics" which would create human-like robots and a system of terror beside which Felix Dzerzinski's Red Terror will look like children at play.

5. An end to all industrialization and the production of nuclear generated electric power in what they call "the post-industrial zero-growth society." Exempted are the computer and service industries. United States
industries that remain will be exported to countries such as Mexico where abundant slave labour is available. Unemployables in the wake of industrial destruction will either become opium-heroin and or cocaine addicts, or become statistics in the elimination process we know today as Global 2000.


7. Depopulation of large cities according to the trial run carried out by the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia. It is interesting to note that Pol Pot’s genocidal plans were drawn up here in the United States by one of the Club of Rome’s research foundations. It is also interesting that the Committee is presently seeking to reinstate the Pol Pot butchers in Cambodia.

8. Suppression of all scientific development except for those deemed beneficial by the Committee. Especially targeted is nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Particularly hated are the fusion experiments presently being scorned and ridiculed by the Committee and its jackals of the press. Development of the fusion torch would blow the Committee's conception of "limited natural resources" right out of the window. A fusion torch properly used could create unlimited untapped natural resources from the most ordinary substances. Fusion torch uses are legion and would benefit mankind in a manner which is as yet not even remotely comprehended by the public.

9. Cause by means of limited wars in the advanced countries, and by means of starvation and diseases in Third World countries, the death of 3 billion people by the year 2000, people they call "useless eaters." The Committee of 300 commissioned Cyrus Vance to write a paper on this subject of how best to bring about such genocide. The paper was produced under the title the "Global 2000 Report" and was accepted and approved for action by President Carter, for and on behalf of the U.S. Government, and accepted by Edwin Muskie, then Secretary of State. Under the terms of the Global 2000 Report, the population of the United States is to be reduced by 100 million by the year 2050.

10. To weaken the moral fibre of the nation and to demoralize workers in the labour class by creating mass unemployment. As jobs dwindle due to the post industrial zero growth policies introduced by the Club of Rome, demoralized and discouraged workers will resort to alcohol and drugs. The youth of the land will be encouraged by means of rock music and drugs to rebel against the status quo, thus undermining and eventually destroying the family unit. In this regard The Committee of 300 commissioned Tavistock Institute to prepare a blueprint as to how this could be achieved. Tavistock directed Stanford Research to undertake the work under the direction of Professor Willis Harmon. This work later became known as "The Aquarian Conspiracy."

**The Membership List** *(Type in Name at Wikipedia)*

Abdullah II King of Jordan - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Roman Abramovich - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Josef Ackermann - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Edward Adeane - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Marcus Agius - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Martti Ahtisaari - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Daniel Akerson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Albert II King of Belgium - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Alexander Crown Prince of Yugoslavia - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Giuliano Amato - [link to en.wikipedia.org]

Carl A. Anderson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Giulio Andreotti - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Andrew Duke of York - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Anne Princess Royal - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Nick Anstee - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Timothy Garton Ash - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
William Waldorf Astor - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Pyotr Aven - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jan Peter Balkenende - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Steve Ballmer - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Ed Balls - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jose Manuel Barroso - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Beatrix Queen of the Netherlands - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Marek Belka - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
C. Fred Bergsten - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Silvio Berlusconi - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Ben Bernanke - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Nils Bernstein - [link to da.wikipedia.org]
Donald Berwick - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Carl Bildt - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir Winfried Bischoff - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Tony Blair - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Lloyd Blankfein - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Leonard Blavatnik - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Michael Bloomberg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Frits Bolkestein - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Hassanal Bolkiah - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Michael C Bonello - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Emma Bonino - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
David L. Boren - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Borwin Duke of Mecklenburg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Charles Bronfman - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Edgar Bronfman Jr. - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
John Bruton - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Zbigniew Brzezinski - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Robin Budenberg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Warren Buffett - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
George HW Bush - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
David Cameron - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Camilla Duchess of Cornwall - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Fernando Henrique Cardoso - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Peter Carington - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Carl XVI Gustaf King of Sweden - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Carlos Duke of Parma - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Mark Carney - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Cynthia Carroll - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jaime Caruana - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir William Castell - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Anson Chan - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Margaret Chan - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Norman Chan - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Charles Prince of Wales - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Richard Chartres - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stefano Delle Chiaie - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Dr John Chipman - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Patokh Chodiev - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Christoph Prince of Schleswig-Holstein - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Fabrizio Cicchitto - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Wesley Clark - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Kenneth Clarke - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Nick Clegg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Bill Clinton - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Abby Joseph Cohen - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Ronald Cohen - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Gary Cohn - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Marcantonio Colonna di Paliano Duke of Paliano - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Constantijn Prince of the Netherlands - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Constantine II King of Greece - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
David Cooksey - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Brian Cowen - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir John Craven - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Andrew Crockett - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Uri Dadush - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Tony D'Aloisio - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Alistair Darling - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir Howard Davies - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Etienne Davignon - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
David Davis - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Benjamin de Rothschild - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
David Rene de Rothschild - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Evelyn de Rothschild - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Leopold de Rothschild - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Joseph Deiss - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Oleg Deripaska - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Michael Dobson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Mario Draghi - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jan Du Plessis - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
William C. Dudley - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Wim Duisenberg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Edward Duke of Kent - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Edward Earl of Wessex - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Elizabeth II Queen of the United Kingdom - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
John Elkann - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Vittorio Emanuele Prince of Naples - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Ernst August Prince of Hanover - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Martin Feldstein - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Matthew Festing - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
François Fillon - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Heinz Fischer - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Joschka Fischer - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stanley Fischer - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Niall FitzGerald - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Franz Duke of Bavaria - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Mikhail Fridman - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Friso Prince of Orange-Nassau - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Bill Gates - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Christopher Geidt - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Timothy Geithner - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Georg Friedrich Prince of Prussia - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Dr Chris Gibson-Smith - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Mikhail Gorbachev - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Al Gore - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Allan Gottlieb - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stephen Green - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Alan Greenspan - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Gerald Grosvenor 6th Duke of Westminster - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jose Angel Gurria - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
William Hague - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir Philip Hampton - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Hans-Adam II Prince of Liechtenstein - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Harald V King of Norway - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stephen Harper - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
François Heisbourg - [link to fr.wikipedia.org]
Henri Grand Duke of Luxembourg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Philipp Hildebrand - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Carla Anderson Hills - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Richard Holbrooke - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Patrick Honohan - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Alan Howard - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Alijan Ibragimov - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stefan Ingves - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Walter Isaacson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Juan Carlos King of Spain - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Kenneth M. Jacobs - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
DeAnne Julius - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jean-Claude Juncker - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Peter Kenen - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
John Kerry - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Mervyn King - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Glenys Kinnock - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Henry Kissinger - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Isaac Sassoon - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
James Sassoon - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir Robert John Sawers - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Marjorie Scardino - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Klaus Schwab - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Karel Schwarzenberg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stephen A. Schwarzman - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sidney Shapiro - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Nigel Sheinwald - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir Robert John Sawers - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Marjorie Scardino - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Klaus Schwab - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Karel Schwarzenberg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Stephen A. Schwarzman - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sidney Shapiro - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Nigel Sheinwald - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sigismund Grand Duke of Tuscany Archduke of Austria - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Simeon of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Olympia Snowe - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sofia Queen of Spain - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
George Soros - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Arlen Specter - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Ernest Stern - [link to www.sourcewatch.org]
Dennis Stevenson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Tom Steyer - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Joseph Stiglitz - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Dominique Strauss-Kahn - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jack Straw - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Peter Sutherland - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Mary Tanner - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Ettore Gotti Tedeschi - [link to it.wikipedia.org]
Mark Thompson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Dr. James Thomson - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Hans Tietmeyer - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jean-Claude Trichet - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Paul Tucker - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Herman Van Rompuy - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Alvaro Uribe Velez - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Alfons Verplaetse - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Kaspar Villiger - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Maria Vladimirovna Grand Duchess of Russia - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Paul Volcker - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Otto von Habsburg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Hassanal Bolkiah Mu'izzaddin Waddaulah Sultan of Brunei - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Sir David Walker - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Jacob Wallenberg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
John Walsh - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Max Warburg - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Axel Alfred Weber - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Michael David Weill - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Nout Wellink - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Marina von Neumann Whitman - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Willem-Alexander Prince of Orange - [link to en.wikipedia.org]
Comments for "Know Your Enemy - "Committee of 300" Membership List"

Denise said (April 21, 2012):

Here is a list of the people that RUN THE WORLD.... the Committee of 300. You won't see many people you personally know if any....but our governor of our central bank of Canada, Mark Carney is on the list as well as our Prime Minister Harper....but ole Gord Campbell didn't make it even though he sold us out for "carbon tax"....

If you read what is in these links you will understand why nothing ever gets better for the people....no matter whom is elected. This evil plan of their goes back a long time....hundreds of years in some cases... but they have really got it covered and implemented now....and the people are asleep...Do yourself a favor and read this...it might come in handy some day.. Pass this on, if you care, although most of you won't because it is so much easier to keep on your "rose colored glasses". Remember "knowledge is power" if nothing else.

DENIS said (April 21, 2012):

Hi Henry, I have a comment. To comment ted who says that there's no religious candidates, I reply: Yes there's a big one :Adolfo Nicolas, Black Pope, Jesuit's general! Please also look at http://www.vaticanassassins.org/. Please note that unfortunately, my uncle have been superior of the jesuit's of canada...And mentor of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, who was a known member of the bilderberg.

Denis said (April 21, 2012):

Hi Henry, I have a comment. To comment ted who says that there's no religious candidates, I reply: Yes there's a big one :Adolfo Nicolas, Black Pope, Jesuit's general! Please also look at http://www.vaticanassassins.org/. Please note that unfortunately, my uncle have been superior of the jesuit's of canada...And mentor of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, who was a known member of the bilderberg.
Ted said (April 21, 2012):

Perhaps Doctor Coleman could answer the following: what is the "unified church" that the committee of 300 started setting up in the 1920's and 1930's? I'm quite familiar with different churches and religious groups. None of them particularly stand out as candidates.

Anthony Migchels said (April 21, 2012):

Plenty of nasty criminals on that list, there can be little doubt. There is one major weakness in it: there are both members of dynasties and pure technocrats on it. For instance: Nout Wellink is indeed a highly influential technocrat, Trilateralist, ex-President of BIS and the Dutch Central Bank, but hardly 'bloodline'. He's certainly not very wealthy either. Same goes for quite a few other names on the list, including the other non-royal Dutch (Bolkestein, Balkenende) but also a man like Paul Krugman.

I don't think professionals will gain the same exalted status of those who sit on dynastic, multi-trillion asset positions.

Interestingly Coleman calls the old Nobility the heart of the conspiracy, with Liz on the top.

I always look at the 'Conspiracy' as basically Jewish, but there are quite a few people (Springmeier and Muad'Dib (John Hill) come to mind) out there who believe that the British (which seems to mean "people of the covenant in Hebrew) are actually Israel and that the 'Jews' are Canaan. This does add an important twist to the age old question of British or Jewish?

John Coleman is of course ex MI6, which is highly suspect. I don't take a word he says on face value, but look for the cherries in the disinformation.

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in 1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com